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I will start first by giving my condolences to the victims of the Egyptian Ferry, Al Salaam 98. And I ask God to give forgiveness to those killed, cure the injured and give them patience in their misery.

This major catastrophe shows the corruption in our countries that live under the shadow of treacherous regimes that were imposed on us by America to spread vice and filth in our countries, America that makes fighting Islam, torturing our people, despising our lives and sacred beliefs its law and way of life. That clearly shows that as long as these governments stay in power, lives will be wasted, rights will be limited and corruption will be spread everywhere. The only solution and response should be Jihad because it is the only way to overthrow these kinds of governments in order to establish an Islamic rule that will respect the rights and honors of its citizens, fight corruption and spread justice and equality.

Secondly, I want to talk to you about the crusaders new hatred against Islam by the crusaders coalition led by America against Islam. One of its examples was the continuous wave of insults against the character of the blessed prophet may peace be upon him. They insulted the prophet may peace be upon him and they meant to continue this campaign of insults refusing to apologize. They did it on purpose and they continue to do it without apologizing, even though no one dares to harm Jews or to challenge Jewish claims about the Nazi Holocaust nor even to insult homosexuals or they would be criticized and legally prosecuted

The insults against Prophet Muhammad are not the result of freedom of opinion but because what is sacred has changed in this defeated culture. The Prophet Muhammad, prayers be upon him, and even Jesus Christ, peace be upon him, are not sacred any more, while Semites and the Nazi Holocaust and homosexuality have become sacred.

In France, a law was issued to prosecute anyone who doubts that the Nazi Holocaust against the Jews didn’t happen while they forbid muslims to wear the veils in their public schools. In France, a Muslim father cannot prevent his daughter from having sex because she is protected by the law, but this same law punishes her if she covers her hair.

And in England, they punish those who encourage Terrorism, yet, no one dare to punish those who are insulting our prophet. These insults against the prophet are a series of well planned insults by the crusaders against our Islam & Muslims. Did we forget Salman Rushdie and his ill criticism of the Prophet and the mothers of the believers? Did we forget how he is well received and honored everywhere he goes?

They even received him and welcomed him in the White House? Did we forget France’s ban against the veil in the name of moderation? Did we forget the continuous desecrations by the Americans against our holy Quran? Did we forget how America pressured the Egyptian government to hand over the Muslim convert Waffa Constantine and her sisters back to her Coptic parents so she can suffer in their torturing dungeons, in the Coptic convents that are well protected by the Americans and the crusaders.

And here is an Italian minister coming to Parliament wearing a t-shirt with the senseless cartoons that offend our prophet. And here are the pictures of Abu Ghraib coming out again to show the American lies and criminal acts,
that they claim that these are sprawling acts committed by a small number of soldiers. In war, they allow
themselves to do everything they want. They invade our land, rob our wealth and then they insult us,
insult our religion, our faith and our prophet then they come back to give us lectures about freedom,
equality and human rights.

But we cannot fight these insults by demonstrations and burning embassies alone then going back and
living our daily lives as we used to before. This will not be worthy enough for the great value of the
Prophet peace be upon him. (Reading Quran)

But in order to face these insults, we need to rise as a one nation, to fight the crusaders campaign against
Islam in everything that we have. But we have to ask ourselves, are we ready to sacrifice ourselves and
everything that we own for the glory of God or do we only care about this materialistic life instead of
caring about our own faith.

If we are ready to sacrifice ourselves and all what we have in the name of God, we have to be serious on
getting ready to defend and fight against this crusader campaign that is targeting our religion and sacred
beliefs, our lands and wealth, we need to carry on the fight on four related fronts:

The first front is to inflict losses on the western crusader, especially to its economic infrastructure
with strikes that would make it bleed for years. The strikes on New York, Washington, Madrid and
London are the best examples for that. In this front, we have to deprive the western crusader from
stealing the Muslims’ oil which is being drained as the biggest robbery in history. And we have to boycott
countries where satirical cartoons of the prophet Mohammad had been published including
Denmark, Norway, France and Germany. And against all countries that participated in this war against
Islam and Muslims.

In the second front, we have to get crusaders out of the lands of Islam especially from Iraq, Afghanistan
and Palestine. The occupying forces must pay a heavy price for their invasion and they should get out of
there as losers from our lands and after their economy totally collapse so we can establish in our lands the
Islamic caliphate in god's willing. Every Muslim country everywhere around the world needs to contribute
its resources for jihad wherever Jihad is needed against the crusaders and the Jews. Muslims need to
rush for Jihad and contribute everything they have of weapons, finances, efforts, men and expertise. No one
can imagine that Muslims should direct their funding, expertise and efforts anywhere else before we
reach our goals in these fields first.

Our Mujahedeen in Iraq, Palestine and Afghanistan are our first defense line fighting for Islam and all
Muslims. If this defense line is crushed, God forbids, the crusaders will be able to take over all our wealths.

The third front is working at changing the corrupt regimes [in our countries], which have sold their
honor to the Crusading West and befriended Israel. Scholars and the influential should gather and
consult with each other to take on the responsibility of changing these corrupt regimes. There is no hope
in those governments as long as they insist on their position.

The fourth front is popularizing the Dawah [inviting non-Muslim to accept the truth of Islam] work.
Every person who does that, along with every writer and scholar in the Muslim land should take part
in enlightening Muslims about the dangers that face them, guide it to truth about Islam and taking up its
Sharia, and warning them from every other agenda that rejects Sharia - even if it was made to look
Islamic. They also should encourage Muslims to support the mujahedeen financially and
psychologically. They should be good examples in their sacrifices of delivering the truth so that other
Muslims can respond positively to those sacrifices.

Prophet Muhammad, peace be upon him, was asked 'What is the best Jihad [struggle]?'

He said, 'Saying what is truth and justice before a corrupt and unjust ruler.'
They should spread the religion in way that the Prophet described in the degrading realities that we are living until the Dawah [invitation to accept the truth of Islam] becomes a strong current that wipes out corruption among Muslims.

It is in these ways that we can effectively and realistically confront this Spiteful Crusade.

Perhaps these recent successive events have clarified to Muslims what kind of freedom the West wants for them. It is freedom of attacking Islam and Muslims. If these Crusaders take over our lands, as they plan to do so, they would have desecrated all that is sacred. Nothing will prevent these plans from coming true except the martyrdom and sacrifices of the mujahedeen. That's in Palestine, Iraq, Afghanistan and Chechnya. Without these majahedeen, we would have been in even worse situation.

O’ Muslims, the West’s principles and morals are hypocritical, believing that what is lawful for it is unlawful for anyone else. They think it is fine to bomb us and kill our women and children, but off limits for us to respond. They also think is fine to destroy and storm mosques in Afghanistan and Iraq, but it is not okay for us to know what is going on in torture places in so called Monasteries... Bush said in his last speech that the future of the United States depends on its fight against injustice and terrorism. But the U.S. did not and does not realize its real interests here. The U.S. is spreading injustice at the hands of its friends like Sharon, Musharraf, Mubarak, Abdullah ibn Hussein, and Zain el-abdeen bin Ali.

Bush is not spreading human rights either. Instead, he is spreading secret prisons everywhere, practicing mean torture in Baghram, Abu Ghraib and Guantnamo. He sends Muslims to be tortured in prisons belonging to his friends. Bush lied in his State of the Union speech when he said that the great Egyptian people have voiced their [true] opinions in the last presidential elections. The whole world knows how the Egyptian presidential elections were conducted - through forgery and criminal ways.

Bush, who claims to be a defender of democracy, has threatened Hamas in the same speech with stopping aide in case it does not recognize Israel, give up its struggle and abide by the agreements signed between Israel and the Palestinian Authority. AN in this context, it is important to warn my brothers in Palestine from a few things so they would understand the dimensions of the American conspiracy against them.

The first thing is that reaching power should not be used to submit to those conditions. Reaching power should be used to apply God's law in the land. So if we give up Sharia, how can God's law be applied! Applying God’s law is one of the fundamentals of believing in One God [the main and first principal in Islam]. Taking up other laws, is not a part of our religion. It is another religion, and another sharia. [Quranic verse]

The second matter is that we must understand the realities and dimensions of the conflict. The reality of the conflict is that the Israeli occupation of Palestine is in the forefront of the Crusaders’ mission against Islam and Muslims. The dimensions of the conflict include the confrontations between the world-wide Muslim community on one side and the Christian West on the other side. So Palestine is the worry for all Muslims. It is impossible to do jihad [struggle] there with a narrow and secular nationalistic way of thinking, which pushes aside Sharia and respects the seculars’ influence in Palestine. On the other hand, every Muslim in Palestine is a part of the world-wide Muslim community and is responsible for supporting all of this community’s issues.

The seculars in the PA have sold Palestine. Recognizing and legitimizing [their powers] is against the way of Islam. In the eyes of Islam, they are criminals. Palestine does not belong to them, nor is it a property that they can simply abandon. Sharing one legislative council and regarding their position of selling Palestine, which is against Islam, as a legitimate stand while accepting that the final judge between us and them is the number of votes is a clear opposition of Quranic teachings.
If we accept their authority and their system, then we've accepted their signed agreements. This also means if those criminals win majority in any future elections, then we will have to accept their position of selling out Palestine. It is not the right of any Palestinian or non-Palestinian to give up a grain of Palestinian soil.

It is a Muslim land that the disbelievers have occupied. And it is mandatory on every Muslim to attempt to return it to Muslim sphere.

It is very dangerous to accept to join these secular councils on the basis of a secular constitution, and on the basis of the Madrid, Oslo Roadmap agreements other agreements professing surrender. They are all against Sharia.

There are major references and principles for every nation. For example, the Jews do not accept anyone who carries their passports to believe in the destruction of Israel and the U.S. Many other countries force their naturalized citizens to swear to respect their constitution and laws. Muslims have Islam as their reference. Its basis is believing in One God and submission to Him and His right to rule.

The third matter is that if we give the rule of Sharia in hopes of getting back a piece of Palestine, the Crusading West will not be satisfied. And it will continue to launch its war against us. It will not let us rule unless we accept what it is forcing us to do: recognition and surrender to Israel. So why sell our faith for the sake of materialistic rewards. We know very well that Palestine will not be liberated through elections but through struggle and Jihad for the sake of God.

The fourth matter: There have been a few official statements that accept and respect the agreements signed between the PA and Israel. This means that those who released those statements accept the Madrid, Oslo and Roadmap agreements along with others that admit surrender. This is a dangerous deal which should be dropped immediately.

One may wonder, for what gains has the Sharia given up? And for what gains has the surrendering agreements been accepted? Is it for 80 seats in Gaza?

My Muslim brothers in Palestine, Iraq and everywhere:

We must be cautious of the American game called the "Political process." This game is based on 4 deceiving things:

The first one is giving up Sharia as a rule of law.

The second is accepting the current situation and agreeing to surrender, which the enemy has forced it with those conspirators who sell out our honor.

The third is Disarming and leaving jihad behind.

The fourth is keeping the enemy on top while retaining its traditional and non-traditional armament. Its bases are our lands, the occupiers continue to bomb us transgress against us.

The Crusading-Zionist enemy entices some of us to be in power and lures them to accept some free-movement at the expense of agreeing to some of the conditions of the game. Then it pressures them to accept the rest of the conditions. Therefore, we must confront the enemy's plot with a plan based on a creed of jihad, while holding on to the Sharia law and rejecting the agreements of surrender. We must continue the jihad and hitting its armament and its economic system.

Perhaps one may ask, what is the harm in achieving political gains, even if it's done in stages or little-by-little? The answer is that there is a heavy price to be paid for such moves. Is it for 80 seats in Gaza that
our creed is lost and agreements of surrender are accepted?

Another person may wonder, what is the alternative?

The answer is that the alternative is the way of Prophets, Messengers, Dawah and struggle. We need to do Dawah [invitation to accept the truth of Islam] and jihad until the land is liberated and an Islamic state is established, God Willing.

O’ my Muslim community everywhere, God (all Praise due to Him) did not order us to simply use any means to liberate the land, lift injustices, and protect all that is sacred. He specifically order us to do this through jihad [continued struggle] until the word of God is the highest and all faith is to Allah.

So if the faith is all to Allah and the word of God is highest, then earth is liberated, injustices are lifted, and all that is sacred is protected. But if we sacrifice our Sharia rule, and legitimized those who sell their nations and sign agreements of surrender, in hopes for liberating earth, alleviating injustice or protecting, then we will lose our faith and our lives. In the meantime, earth will still be occupied, injustices present and sacredness violated.

I conclude with a prayer of thanks to God, Lord of all worlds.